Genuine service. Genuine parts.
Genuinely quick.
Nissan Express Service (or NES for short) is for owners
of older Nissans (3 YEARS OR OLDER), who want their
vehicle looked over by professional Nissan
technicians, want genuine Nissan parts fitted, and
want it all wrapped up quick-smart. We don’t think
that’s too much to ask!
Make an appointment for a Nissan Express Service
and when you bring your vehicle in, you’ll get a
specially designed service utilising the latest servicing
techniques and Nissan diagnostic equipment, genuine
parts, approved lubricants and you’ll get it all in
around 90 mins.

$225*

INC

FOR PETROL
VEHICLE

$285 *
FOR DIESEL
VEHICLE

INC

FREE WOF
INSPECTION*

FREE ROADSIDE

WITH EVERY
EXPRESS SERVICE

WITH EVERY
EXPRESS SERVICE

ASSISTANCE*

* Some exceptions may apply. Please call us for Terms & Conditions, our team will be happy to explain them to you
- contact us on 09 522 9928.

WHAT DOES NES INVOLVE?
A thorough check under the hood:
•Replace engine oil & Genuine Nissan oil filter
•Check Fluid Levels: coolant / power steer / brake & clutch / window washer / automatic transmission
•Inspect air filter

•Inspect drive belt condition & adjustment
•Visual inspection of Cooling system for leaks and condition
The chassis and body get a good going over:
•Visual inspection of brake pads & disc rotors
•Visual inspection of brake linings & drums (if applicable)
•Check clutch, brake pedal and handbrake operation
•Inspect shock absorbers / suspension
•Inspect steering gear, linkage & boots
•Inspect muffler / exhaust pipes / mountings
•Inspect C.V boots
•Inspect transmission / differential / transfer case fluid levels, fluid condition & fluid leaks
•Inspect fuel lines & connections
•Visual inspection of chassis condition
•Inspect tyre condition & tread depths
Finally we check the techo stuff and road test, just to make sure:
•Inspect battery condition & connections
•Check operation & condition of electrical equipment (lights, horn, wipers, washers)
•Carry out Nissan Vehicle Management Diagnostic inspection
•Road test
WHY ARE WE BETTER?
Award-Winning Customer Service
Factory-trained Technicians
Genuine NISSAN parts and lubricants
Convenient central location in Newmarket
Customer waiting lounge with free refreshments and WIFI
Courtesy cars (to be booked in advance as numbers are limited)
Local area drop-off
Mobile Service Technician for your convenience

Please call us on 09 522 9928 or EMAIL service@giltrapnissan.co.nz
for more info.
NES Terms and Conditions

1.

Nissan Express Servicing and the offer of a Free WOF inspection or Free Roadside Assistance program (RSA) are available
for Nissan vehicles only.

2.

* Some exceptions may apply. Please refer to the full terms and conditions here. The advertised prices exclude GST.
Nissan New Zealand reserves the right to vary or alter this offer without notice at any time.

3.

** Standard Handbook Scheduled Servicing is the recommended interval based replacement and inspection required for
all NEW Nissan vehicles under the Nissan New Zealand manufacturers 3 year warranty period. Please refer to your
owners handbook or phone 0800 4 NISSAN for more information.

4.

Nissan Express Service (NES) and the offer of a Free Warrant of Fitness (WOF) inspection or Free Roadside Assistance
(RSA) is only available for Nissan cars, SUV or LCV vehicles at Nissan dealers and affiliated Nissan service centres. GT-R
and Nissan Trucks are excluded and no further discounts will apply such as lease vehicle or company car agreements,
cash, trade or other associated loyalty discount schemes. The Free entitlements are only applicable for the vehicle being
serviced at that time by the assigned NES dealer and is non transferable to another dealer, vehicle or exchangeable for
cash.

5.

The Free WOF inspection must be taken at the time of the NES and can be issued earlier than the expiry date if required.
An inspection of WOF items does not include the cost to replace or adjust any items that fail to meet the WOF standard
and this will be discussed with you at the time of the NES.

6.

An entitlement to RSA for 12 months is offered alternatively to a Free WOF inspection. This is active from date of the
NES undertaken. If another NES is performed within the same 12 month period, this will be activated from the date of
that NES. The new RSA 12 month period will not extend from the expiry of the current RSA period. Once your dealer
enrols your vehicle, confirmation of your RSA programme will be sent to you via the email address provided.

7.

The NES includes the replacement of engine oil and engine oil filter parts only and a specific check and inspection of
components as outlined under “So what does NES involve?” section. Should your vehicle require any urgent repairs or
adjustments to complete the NES or are in addition to the NES, these will be discussed with you prior to such
undertakings.

8.

NES pricing excludes vehicles with Diesel Particulate filter due to different grade of oils required. Particulate filter
vehicles require a unique oils to ensure the engine continues to run as it should and is not subject to adverse cylinder
bore and piston wear. Please continue to book your vehicle and request a quote before the service is carried out.

9.

While Nissan makes every effort to ensure each NES is completed in around 90 mins this may not be possible in some
circumstances. Factors which may affect Nissan’s ability to complete your NES in around 90 mins include (but not limited
to): the specific state of your vehicle such as being modified from original or components covered in excess mud or
grime; whether your vehicle has arrived by the agreed appointment time and whether any work is undertaken as
authorised by you in addition to the special NES. Contact your NES dealer to discuss your particular requirements or
vehicle, if you think there may be extra time required or additional work.

